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MIRACLE 'JESUS' PICTURES
TO APPEAR ON eBay
Prof and classroom witnesses ‘miracle pictures’ from printer
Thursday, December 9, 2004 Posted: 3:54 AM EST (0854 GMT)

H o n o l u l u , H a w a i i ( A P I ) -- The students and professor
at Hawaii Pacific University were not believers until a holy
high-tech miracle occurred in their classroom: 10 images of
Jesus mysteriously appeared from a broken,
unplugged computer printer.
Professor LG Williams suddenly put down his grilled
cheese sandwich, stood up and “Praised The Lord!”
when 10 pictures of Jesus miraculously shot out of his
classroom’s broken, unplugged Epson DFX-8500 laser
printer last Tuesday afternoon.
LG Williams, a visiting professor at Hawaii Pacific
University, insisted this was not a random incident
or prank.
"For once and for all, this proves the power of The Lord!"
Williams, a self-described recovering nihilist, said
Tuesday, only hours after the miracle occurred.

High-Tech Miracle:
10 images of Jesus
appeared from a broken
classroom computer.

“God created Jesus; and Jesus, in turn, helped man invent Silicon Valley.
And dude, everyone knows that computers are high-tech. Like here we have the
first instance in history that proves God knows about everything, even high-tech
gadgets like Epson computer printers, cause he himself printed 10 pictures of his
son, The Holy Jesus, from this broken, unplugged computer – it’s printer
cartridge wasn’t even installed! Heck, Bill Gates couldn’t do that…only The Lord
could do that!”, Williams said.
"After looking at the photos a second time," he said. ”I knew this was the first
high-tech miracle sent from above."
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Williams thought eBay would be the best place to auction off the images, made
on plain printer paper. “Sure, now I wish I had used better, archival paper,
but I’m not complaining. No sir. Who complains to The Lord? My name is not
’Job’ , is it? No sir, its LG Williams.”
Williams, 32, said he was standing by the printer and saw 10 faces staring back
at him from below. He quickly looked above, said a prayer, made the sign of the
cross across his chest, and put the images in a clear plastic sleeve and placed
them in his gym bag.
At first, he was scared by the images, "The power of The Lord is frightening,
but now that I realize how unique they are, I want to share them with the
world," Williams said.
The images, he added, will lead millions back to Christ. Indeed, each one of the
holy witnesses to the event vowed to work together as “The 12 Neo-Apostles”
once they graduate and get real jobs.
Look for the “10 Miracle Pictures of Jesus” over the next few weeks as they
appear one by one on eBay. Proceeds of the sale will fund the group’s lifelong
missionary conquests.
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AFFADAVIT
OF
AUTHENTICITY
We hereby declare that the contents of this
consignment are fully and accurately described
within the attached article and in all respects are
validated by the 12 Neo-Apostles signed below:
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